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Instructions For
Installation, Operating and Maintenance

Screen-Master® Insect Control Barrier
Model SC 200 / Face-of-Wall / Inside Mount
Keep this document in a safe place for future reference.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
MECHANICAL ROLL UP SCREEN - FACE OF BUILDING MOUNT (INSIDE)

Figure “1”

I.  Receiving and Handling

1. Upon receipt of the Flexon roll up screen, unpackage and inspect contents for shipping
damage or missing hardware and if necessary prepare claims against the freight carrier for
any damage discovered.

Important Note:
Any damage to the crate or packaging material should be noted on the shipping paperwork.
Exterior damage may indicate concealed damage.  This notation will preserve your rights
should a freight claim be necessary.

II. Hardware Mounting Instructions

1. Locate the track assembly with the roller mounting bracket punched with #1.  Lay it on
the floor with the orange PVC track insert pointing to the right.

2. Locate the track assembly with the roller mounting bracket punched with #2.  Lay it on
the floor to the right of the first track assembly, with the orange PVC track insert pointing
to the left.

3. Take the roll assembly and install the spring loaded end into the mounting bracket
punched with #1.  Install the round pin on the neutral end of the roller into the mounting
bracket punched with #2.

4. Ensure that there is approximately 1/16" gap at each mounting bracket.  Also ensure
that the tracks are parallel.

5. Measure the out-to-out dimension of the mounting brackets as shown in Figure 1.
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6. Mount the track assemblies to the wall so they are centered over the doorway width
and the out-to-out measurement of the roller mounting brackets is the same as measured
in step 5.  The tracks should be parallel and flush with the floor.



7. Drill a hole into the wall for the lock pin 1” deep .  The hole diameter should be 3/8”
diameter.

8. Mount the head curtain to the inside wall with the aluminum clamp strip provided.
Make sure that the head curtain hangs out over the roll assembly on the inside of the
building.  Mount the clamp strip so that the top of the clamp strip is located 6" above
the top of the roll assembly.  The Flexon logo should face the building interior.  See
Figure 2 for the location of the head curtain.

Figure “2”

Figure “3”

COTTER PIN
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III. Insect Screen Roll Mounting Instructions

9.  Ensure that the insect screen is wrapped tightly onto the roll tube.

10.Unroll approximately 3 feet of insect screen in order to reduce the outside diameter of the
roll.  This will make installation easier.

11.  Using the tensioning tool provided, wind the tab on the spring end of the roll tube
CLOCKWISE 22 complete turns.   DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN THE SPRING.

12.  After winding is complete, tap the tensioning tool against the shoulder of the roll tube.

13.  Hold the tensioning tool in your left hand and pick up the end of the roll tube in your right
hand.  Have a helper pick up the other end of the roll tube.

14. The tension tab must be installed into the bracket on the left side of the door first.  Allow
the extra 3 feet of screen to hang outside of the tracks, and hold the roller assembly in place
in front of the doorway on the neutral end (right side).  Ensure that the tensioning tab is in the
vertical position and place it into the slot in the mounting bracket (left side).  After the tab is
inserted into the slot, remove the tensioning tool.

15.  The neutal end (right side) of the roll may now be installed.  Using a large screw driver,
pry the roll at the neutral end (right side), toward the spring end (left side) until the tension tab
is all the way into it’s bracket.  Now place the pin on the neutral end (right side) of the roll into
it’s bracket slot.

16.  After tube assembly has been installed into the mounting brackets, install the supplied
cotter pins trrough the pre-drilled holes in each mounting lug (See Figure “4”).  The cotter pins
secure the tube assembly so it cannot come out of its mounts.

17. Roll up the extra 3 feet of panel so the foam pad on the bottom edge is up against the
lintel.

18.  Using the handles provided, pull the curtain down until the foam pad is on the floor.  Line
up the grommet in the curtain with the lock down hole on the right side jamb (as viewed from
building interior) and install the lock down pin.

19. To raise the curtain, hold one of the handles with your left hand and remove the lock down
pin with your right hand.  Allow the curtain to go up slowly until the foam pad at the bottom of
the screen is up against the lintel.

See Figure 5 for exploded view of insect barrier configuration and parts breakdown.
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NOTES:



German Engineered, American Made

Everything you’ve wanted in a high performance door, and more.

Hörmann Flexon LLC • Buncher Commerce Park • Avenue C • Building 20A • Leetsdale, PA  15056-1376
Phone: 724.385.9150 • Fax: 724.385.9151 • www.hormann-flexon.com • Email: sales@hormann-flexon.com

Our promise to you.
As one of the world's leading manufacturers of doors, 
we're committed to providing the best quality, value, 
and selection.  Whether, industrial or commercial, 
whether it's a high performance door or loading dock 
equipment, 

we have the door or dock product you're 
looking for.  The Hörmann Flexon product line 
gives you the ability to accommodate any door 
or dock application with the right product from 
one manufacturer.

Hörmann Flexon LLC, Leetsdale, PA
Headquarters and Manufacturing Plant

For assistance call 1-800-365-3667

 High Performance Doors and Dock Equipment

Environmental commitment has been
part of our corporate culture for
decades, from our manufacturing
processes to the products we make.

In everything we do, we strive to
minimize energy and resource use, through 
efficient processes, long-lasting quality and innovative 
engineering.  


